
Kelaroo Reagent Management System

Simplifying and Streamlining Reagent
Inventory Management

management, and lets you choose which features are important to your company.
Whether you just need a system to expedite your existing processes or need a feature
rich application, with extensive controls over everything pertaining to reagent 
management, the KRMS is the solution.

All aspects of the KRMS are chemically aware and designed to seamlessly integrate 
with your existing chemical search software and chemical editors. Our system is 
designed to be vendor agnostic giving you ultimate choice and flexibility. designed to be vendor agnostic giving you ultimate choice and flexibility. 

FEATURES

Chemical Intelligence
Perform complex chemical searches,
sdfile loading and generation, data mining
and list logic.

Scalable and Adaptable
The KRMS comes equipped with powerful
customization options that are quick and
easy to modify.  In addition, the system
can be used by organizations both small
and large.  Whether you have ten users
or twenty thousand, the KRMS will suit
your needs.your needs.

EH&S Compliance
Integrated EH&S alerts, warnings, and
compliance.  Get highly detailed EH&S
information quickly and ensure regulations 
are being adhered to.

Inventory Management
Request, receive, and track reagents and
chemicals throughout your organization 
and beyond.  Our powerful search and
tracking functionality allows you to find
any item you are looking for quickly.

Seamless Integration with
Existing Technology

Our system works with your existing 
chemical search software and chemical
editors.  We support a wide range of 
software, and are truly vendor
agnostic.  The KRMS will work with the 
software that you are already using, software that you are already using, 
making it quick and easy to integrate.

     he Kelaroo Reagent Management System is a sophisticated application that makes
reagent inventory management easy.  Our product encompasses all aspects of reagent

ur priority was to create a sophisticated reagent management system that was extremely
user friendly and intuitive. The KRMS is packed with an extensive feature set.  However, this 
does not get in the way of efficiency.  When you need to request a reagent (internally or from 
a vendor) it is a quick and easy one-click process.  Features like this ensure that the KRMS 
speeds up your workflow, and makes things easy on you.  The KRMS takes what you are already
doing and makes it quicker and more efficient.

We would love to give you personalized demonstration of the KRMS, so that you can see just
how much time and money our system could be saving you.  Please give us a call or visit our how much time and money our system could be saving you.  Please give us a call or visit our 
web site for more information on the KRMS.
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